314	EUROPE    AT   PLAY
In one of the bars of the Adria I noticed a pretty
attendant heartily chewing gum: this, I was informed,
was the influence of American films upon Polish girls
(lovely creatures, tall, fair hair, dark eyes), who consider
it chic to imitate film stars and film habits,
However, on this visit no Byron is needed to chronicle
the wanderings of a Don Juan; instead, it may require
a Daudct to tell of my Tartarin bent on a sporting mission,
as I am making my way towards Polesie, the land of the
marshes and forests: the second movement of our
Sywpbonte po/mm/sc can be marked "Pas/ora/c"
In a sleeper marked with impossible names (I expect
there was a snort when the painters of the Birmingham
Railway Carriage and \Vagon Company, Smethwick,
England, had to paint such words as "Sypialnyctf*} I
journey as far as Rcnvno: here I shall dismount smartly,
having no wish to be carried to the Soviet border fifteen
miles distant, unless the republic likes to offer me an
invitation to shoot its wild duck, which, I hear, the
generals do quite efficiently,
(Lord and Lady Gage went there recently on a hunting
expedition* Their guide was garbed in a blue suit and
patent-leather shoes and escorted them by train to a way-
side village where they joined an army of beaters* Not
a word of the language could the Gages speak, and only
the guide was their link with the other Russians. After
a long trail up a rocky mountain the unfortunate guide's
feet were so blistered that he had to fall out, so the patty
carried on quite—at least, as far as the Gages were con-
cerned—into the blue* Finally the beaters disappeared
into a wood while the hunters waited outside, not know-
ing what might emerge—perhaps wolves or bears,
pheasants or pigeons? Armed with shot-guns they stood

